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Executive summary 

 

This work developed daylighting strategies for shopping centres with the target to maximise 

the space quality by harvesting the right amount of daylight with an appropriate light distribution 

and achieve energy savings by an aligned artificial lighting concept. Due to very different 

existing buildings, different interior requirements and differing environmental climate conditions 

the strategies should be flexible in application and simultaneously easy to adapt to project-

specific requirements. 

 

3 important building areas have been treated on the basis of our actual demo buildings: 

 Typical zone in a historic market hall 

 Gallery in a shopping centre 

 Small shop in a shopping centre 

 

Historic market hall 

The demo building is a historic market hall in Valladolid, Spain with a dry and warm summer, 

situated in an urban context with considerable shading from the adjacent buildings. Originally 

the building inside was quite dark due to a high parapet, large outside static lamellas and 

narrow corridor-like situation from massive built-in stalls. The new architectural concept with a 

more transparent façade enhanced the situation of a dark interior very much, but on the other 

side we expect high luminance values at the façade, a dark appearance of the roof (which 

cannot be adapted by additional openings or new materials), still some dark areas in the centre 

of the building between the stalls and a missing energy-efficient artificial lighting concept.  

 

As we had no reliable results regarding the thermal behaviour of the market hall at this point 

of time und also no statement of the building owner about the intended room climate (e.g. strict 

or adaptive temperature limits) we developed 2 differing solutions: 

 A moderate climate control concept with a simple daylighting system in the middle part of 

facade that brightens up the roof and a static exterior shading system in the bottom part of 

the façade which can be adapted to the climate conditions of the specific location. 

 An effective climate control concept with an advanced daylight system in the middle part 

of the façade that redirects light via mirrors in the building centre to the darker corridors 

(e.g. by a lamella heliostat). In the bottom part we proposed an efficient rotatable daylight 

system for effective control of direct and diffuse light, e.g. the winglamella system. For 

closed condition the perforated lamella still allows view contact to outside (see Figure 1)  
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Figure 1: Schematic figures of daylighting strategy for the moderate climate control concept (top) and 

the effective climate control concept (bottom) 
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For an efficient artificial lighting system LED as light source and a luminaire with optimised 

optics were suggested. Daylight zones with daylight-sensitive control by dimming have to be 

defined, scenarios for stocking activities (no customers in the building) with reduced intensities 

could be implemented and automatic light level preservation control could provide a consistent 

light output over lifetime while saving energy.  

 

After further clarification of requirements with the building owner we refined the concept 

regarding specific suitable daylight systems, developed a first idea for a control strategy, but 

in the end – mostly due to heritage preservation aspects – the decision was made for a 

conventional exterior moveable lamella system. 

 

Gallery 

 

Existing atria in malls often do have severe problems with the quality of the indoor daylight 

situation. Daylight openings are often too large and are located disadvantageous. This results 

in high general indoor luminance values and excessive entry of direct sunlight. Besides glare 

issues, radiation loads on merchandise and heat gains, this situation leads to high artificial 

lighting intensities in the surrounding areas to match the daylight situation. 

 

The concept developed in CommONEnergy foresees implementation of a so-called “Modular 

Roof Skylight” which allows to combine different roof elements according to the actual project’s 

demand to achieve a good daylight impression in the atria, avoid direct sunlight on critical 

surfaces for a longer period and restrict the daylight factor to a maximum of 5% to 10% 

(resulting in maximum illuminance values of up to 1000 lx for an overcast sky in summer)(see  

 

Figure 2). Gloomy impression of adjacent areas - corridors or shops - is avoided and the 

intensity level of artificial light in adjacent areas can be reduced to a reasonable value. 
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Figure 2:  Schematic sketch of the modular roof structure and possible daylight-, artificial light- and 

energy generation elements. Some of these elements are readily available on the market. 

 

Two elements for the modular roof were developed: 

 The Solar Harvesting Grid SHG redirects sun from a defined entry areas of the sun path to 

the ground area at specific restricted area (2 x 30° beam angle). Sun rays from low sun 

angles can be redirected, e.g. if they would hit critical areas and cause glare or unwanted 

exposure, to useful areas. The system creates vivid sunspots on the floor. The module is 

manufactured as a macrostructure as lamellas with 80mm height. Figure 3 shows the 

active transmission area (including transmission grades) for the project-specific 

development for the Trondheim gallery. 

 

Figure 3: Superposition of solar paths for Trondheim with geometry of the inclined solar harvesting 

grid.Yellow to green coloured area shows the time frame where the grid is active and transmits solar 

radiation (definition od entry area). Maximum solar transmission at yellow colours. 

 8 mirrors are integrated in the modular roof that redirect artificial light from a projector 

luminaire (mounted at the side panel of the atrium) to the useful atrium space. Due to LED 

technology and highly reflective calotte mirrors with silver finish this system is highly  

 

effective, provides very cosy light to the space and ensures a visible closure of the roof at night 

(see Figure 4 for a visualization of the roof in the Trondheim gallery). 
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Figure 4: Left: Photo of the initial condition of the small gallery at the Trondheim demo, Right: 

Visualization of the modular roof in the centre part of the roof with SHG, mirrors and empty fields. The 

outer roof area is covered with openable textile rollerblinds. 

 

 

Shops 

 

Shops often do not have daylight access at all, although studies revealed positive impact on 

buying behaviour and well-being of occupants. There are plenty of reasons for this, first of all 

disadvantageous geometry of the shopping centre typology, danger of destruction of 

merchandise or incompatibility with a sophisticated artificial lighting concept. 

 

In CommONEnergy we recommend to add daylight openings in shops during refurbishment 

accompanied by a careful planning process. Daylight intensity should be exact controllable as 

well as a daylight-sensitive control adds precisely artificial light to reach the nominal target 

values. In the demo building in Trondheim we implemented 3 light tubes as daylight systems. 

These cylindrical tubes transport light with highly reflective material from the roof (as the only 

room surface that has contact to outside) downwards to the sale area. System development 

optimized coupling of light, exact dosage of induced daylight by an integrated screen and 

control strategy. An artificial lighting system based on LED was integrated in the lighttube (see 

Figure 5). 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/disadvantageous.html
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Figure 5: Implementation work of light tubes together with a suspended ceiling into the shop in 

Trondheim 
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Introduction  

 

The use of daylight in commercial buildings especially in shopping centres play a key role in 

enhancing ambient quality as well as to improve the overall energy efficiency of the building. 

 

Improving quality in the Historic Market halls and Galleries of Common Mall Areas is 

considered to be a key trend in retail to attract customers. Hereby natural light with its seasonal 

and diurnal fluctuations and its stimulating effect on human beings is one of the most important 

parameters [1]. Light colour, spectral composition, direction of light and quantity of light vary 

and influence our circadian rhythm and act instantaneous on our well-being. Chapter 1 and 

Chapter 2 describes often observable inefficiencies in Galleries and Historic Market halls, 

shows developed daylighting strategies for the demo buildings and corresponding product 

developments like the Solar Harvesting Grid.  

 

In Shops daylight influences buyers behavior significantly. According to a study of the 

California Energy Commission [2] shops with skylights experience 40% higher sales than those 

equivalent without skylights, reporting also an higher satisfaction of the employees. It seems 

that positive impact of daylight in shops is more and more recognized. A survey conducted in 

Task 2.2 of the CommONEnergy project among tenants revealed that around 40% of the 

tenants plan to improve the daylight situation in the shops within the next 18 months. Chapter 

3 presents daylighting concept for the shop in the demo building and introduces the light tube 

as product development.  

 

For both Common Mall Areas and Shops energy savings will be achieved by reduced operation 

hours of artificial light while harvesting daylight efficiently. Thus daylight systems like the 

modular roof or the light tube function as a filter between outside and inside in order to optimize 

daylight use regarding energy effects, e.g. effective transport, and visual comfort effects, e.g. 

distribution of light. Further indirect savings are gained by reduced thermal gains/cooling loads 

in summer and heating savings in winter using shading properties and by potential integration 

of ventilation functionalities (e.g. light tube with ventilation function) or energy generation 

functionalities (e.g. PV integrated in the modular roof structure). 
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1. Daylight exploitation in Historic Markethalls 

Our work to Daylight Harvesting in Historic Market halls, which was classified in D4.2. as 

typology “Speciality Centre”, is described by means of the demonstration building Mercado del 

Val in Valladolid, Castilla and Leon region, in the north of Spain.  

 

1.1 Description of Typology and inefficiencies (Mercado del Val) 

“Mercado del Val” was completed in 1882 and has been built with a cast iron structure that is 

still preserved. Baseline for evaluation is the condition after refurbishment in 1983.   

Lately the building housed 114 stalls/boxes with an area of 2230 m2 on one floor and is was 

organized in a simple form with 2 parallel main (horizontal) circulation pathway (width 3.2m) 

along the longitudinal axis of the building on the ground floor, surrounded by the stalls. 

 

The stalls are closed boxes with a depth auf 3.2 m with a counter orientated towards one of 

the main pathways. There are 4 main entrance areas, 2 at the top end of the building and 2 in 

the middle of the longitudinal façade. Only some small areas do have a second floor upon the 

stalls. 

 

The market hall consists of a façade with an opaque parapet (height 2.5 m), followed by an 

area (height 3 m) which is at the exterior covered by fixed lamellas. This area seems to be 

initially transparent behind the lamellas, at recent photos the area was covered inside by 

opaque panels. The facade element is completed at the top by a cast iron bow which has a 

perforated structure and was furnished by a transparent glazing. 

The pitched roof comprises a narrow superelevation space with a 0.6 m high vertical glazing 

area at both sides, which probably was intended to use for ventilation and daylighting. The 

lighting strip cannot significantly contribute to the supply with daylight. 

 

Figure 6 shows some photos of the market hall. Particularly noticing is the dark interior area of 

the market hall due to the fixed shading system or the mounted opaque panels behind the 

lamella system.  

 

Figure 6: Impressions of the market hall in Valladolid 
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Basis for the new, energy-efficient proposals in the context of CommONEnergy is the design 

work of the local architect team in Valladolid which opens main part of the façade with a glazed 

façade and reorganizes the stalls. Figure 7 to Figure 9 shows the ground floor plan, a section 

and a side view. Figure 10 visualizes the new design by renderings. 

 

Figure 7: Ground floor, new design proposal of the Mercado del Val 

 

Figure 8: Section, new design proposal of the Mercado del Val 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Side view, new design proposal of the Mercado del Val 
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Figure 10: Visualization of the proposed new design of the market Mercado del Val 

 

Climate Analysis 

Valladolid (Altitude 41°38'N, Longitude 4°46'W) has a warm Mediterranean/ dry-summer 

subtropical climate that is mild with a dry, warm summer and moderate seasonality. Regions 

with this subtype of the Mediterranean climate closely resemble an oceanic climate with 

generally cloudier and damper conditions than typical Mediterranean climates (Köppen-Geiger 

classification: Csb).  

 

Shading and radiation Analysis 

Shading Analysis of the location shows considerable shading of the market hall by adjacent 

buildings during the winter time at the south orientated façade, almost no shading in June 

(see Figure 11 and Figure 12). A more detailed analysis is possible with the overlay of the 

obstruction structure over the solar stereophonic diagram as done with Figure 13. From May 

to August there is direct sun from 11a.m. to 7p.m. at the south façade. 

http://www.valladolid.climatemps.com/temperatures.php
http://www.valladolid.climatemps.com/precipitation.php
http://www.valladolid.climatemps.com/temperatures.php
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Figure 11: Shading analysis for Mercado del Val, December 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Shading analysis for Mercado del Val, June 
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Figure 13: Solar stereographic diagram with shading by obstructions, for south-south-west facade 

 

Yearly Radiation Map 

The Yearly Radiation sum on the south façade is significantely reduced due to shading by 

obstructions. Reductions for lower parts of façade are in the range of 50%, in upper parts up 

to 30%.  

                     

Figure 14: Theoretical Radiation Map without Environment, Yearly values, [kWh/m2a] 
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Figure 15: Radiation Map with actual Environment, Yearly values, [kWh/m2a] 

 

 

Radiation Map for a 3 month-summer period (June/July/August) 

3-Monthly Radiation sum during the summer period (from June to Aug) on the south façade is 

not very much affected by shading from obstructions. Reductions for lower parts of façade are 

in the range of 0 to 10%, in upper parts up to 20%. 

 

              

Figure 16: Theoretical Radiation Map without Environment, 3-monthly-values, [kWh/(m2*period)]  
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Figure 17: Radiation Map with actual Environment, 3-monthly-values, [kWh/(m2*period)] 

 

In a first step the inefficiencies of the market hall in the latest condition were analyzed. The 

list below summarizes main aspects while in Figure 18 to Figure 21 all aspects are allocated 

in the building section (a differentation between visual performance, visual comfort and visual 

ambience was made). 

 

 Main façade: Large static lamellas in combination with opaque panels behind and a small 

sidelight at the top (< 10% of façade area) create a dark interior situation. 

 Fenestration stripe in the super elevated roof does not sufficiently contribute to daylight 

harvesting. 

 Dark interior surface of the roof reduces efficiency of the daylight distribution. 

 Daylight does not reach the circulation area well due to narrow path and opaque boxes 

 Artificial light is not adjustable to daylight condition 

 Use of inefficient type of light sources and luminaires 

 Daylight does not reach interior box space due to opaque construction and small counter-

like openings. 
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Figure 18: Visual performance inefficiencies for old market hall layout for a typical area 

 

 

 

Figure 19: Visual comfort inefficiencies for old market hall layout for a typical area 
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Figure 20: Visual ambience inefficiencies for old market hall layout for a typical area 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21:  Inefficiencies regarding artificial light for old market hall layout for a typical area 
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1.2 Daylight Strategies and implemented Solutions for Mercado del 

Val in Valladolid 

 

Due to the new design of the architects some of these inefficiences  were fixed, but others 

were untreated or new issues occured: 

 

 Transparent façade allows daylight harvesting to a great extent. 

 Roof due to historic preservation issues cannot be opened with a skylight for daylighting in 

the central area. 

 Loosening up stall layout brings daylight deeper in these areas. 

 Stalls do have closed ceilings, daylight cannot reach interior of the stalls. 

 High luminance values at the façade (Transparent façade, no solution for sun shading and 

glare protection was planned). 

 Direct sun penetrates stalls and merchandise, danger of bleaching and spoilage. 

 

Based on the new layout in a first basic design process we developed different façade concepts 

with daylight systems which are able to serve 2 different possible climate concepts (daylight 

system always have a strong impact on the indoor building climate). Thermal requirements 

were still in a verification process by thermal simulations at the time of the editorial deadline. 

 

The moderate climate control concept was proposed with a simple daylight system in the 

middle part of the façade and a simple shading system in the bottom part of the system with a 

moderate climate control effect allowing a higher fraction of solar radiation to enter the building. 

Considerations like an only temporary stay of people, a tighter climate control in the stalls for 

the permanent present sales staff or removal of solar gain by an adequate ventilation concept 

would justify this approach. Also climate analysis of the building revealed that the building often 

is shaded by the surrounding buildings. 
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Figure 22:  Moderate climate control concept for the market hall in Valladolid 

In case of necessity of an effective climate control concept, the following approach with an 

advanced daylight system in the middle part of the façade and an advanced shading system 

in the bottom part of the façade was introduced. 
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Figure 23:  Effective climate control concept for the market hall in Valladolid 

 

 

Figure 24:  Example for an effective climate control concept with lamella heliostat system in the top 

part of the façade and the winglamella system in the bottom part. 
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The proposals considered the typical situation of the historic façade of Mercado del Val with a 

three part partition of the façade. 

 

 

Figure 25: Three part partition of the façade 

 

In a revision process the proposals were revised. The following requirements were fixed by the 

task group in coordination with the architects. A scale from {0} (least important) to {5} (most 

important) is used to evaluate the importance of the requirements, set by the task group. 

 Solar control in summer {2}: Quite low requirements due to simulations: system g-value 

(glazing plus daylight element) not better than 0.6. 

 Glare control: Quite low requirements {2}: Market hall is understood as a building which 

should provide some protection, but should also reflect actual environmental conditions. 

Analysis of existing refurbished market halls show that direct sunlight is accepted very 

often. 

 Daylight availability {4}: Daylight should be available to a high amount. 

 Thermal comfort (direct sun) {1}: Direct sun is allowed to enter the interior for a longer 

period due to only temporary stay of customers. 

 Visual contact to environment {4}: Visual contact should be maximised. 

 Capital Cost {5}: Capital cost should be low. 

 Development Time {5}: Development time should be short or system should be already 

commercially available. 
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In the revision process four design proposals were made: 

Design 1: External solar shade with lamellas 

 

This system is commercially available with smaller lamellas (Design 1A) as exterior sun 

shading element. System with bigger lamellas do not exist commercially resp. are matter of 

special developments (Design 1B). 

 

Figure 26:  External solar shade with lamellas 

 

An example for such an system would be Warema E 80 A2 with these system datas: 

System: 

Minimum width: 450-600 mm 

Maximum width: 5000 mm 

Maximum length: 5000 mm 

 

Lamellas:  

80 mm width (also 60 mm) 

lamella distance 72 mm 

 

Box on Top: 

100 mm width, 51 mm height 

Orientation price (for 100-150 pieces; 3000 mm length/2500 mm width): 

ca. 400 EUR/piece 
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Design 2: Winglamella behind cover glass 

This is a high-tec lamella system with the functions: Daylight Redirection, Glare Protection, 

Effective Solar Control and visual connection to the outside due to perforated lamellas. The 

system could be integrated in a façade heat collector concept, redirecting the sunlight to the 

ceiling using the heat flux of the sunlight for additional heating during the winter. 

 

 

 

Figure 27:  Wing lamella 
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Design 3: Interior textile panel 

A simple textil panel mounted at the inside of the façade is used as sun protection. In Figure 

28 such a system is visualized and evaluated. 

 

Figure 28: Interior textile panel 
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Design 4: External tiltable screen 

A external tiltable screen is used to shade the façade. This system is shown and evaluated in 

Figure 29 

 
Figure 29 

 
Figure 29: External tiltable screen 
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All 5 proposals have been evaluated regarding the requirements of the task group (p. 24) 

shown in Figure 30 

 
.  

 

 

Figure 30: Evaluation of the 5 revised proposals 
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Status of planning is the choice of the exterior lamella system for the south façade, having the 

highest match with the requirements. It will be applied only in the summer period, preferable 

with a fixed lamella position (no alignment/tracking following sun position). The system will 

mainly work as a shading device to prevent summerly overheating und reduce solar gains, but 

will also help in some situations to prevent glare and to block direct sunlight. It has no explicit 

light directing function. 

 

For the market hall also a compatible artificial light concept based on LED with these features 

were made: 

 General lighting and spot lighting in the market hall (central corridor/facade corridor) 

 Illumination of the historic cast iron structure and interior roof 

 Illumination of the body of the boxes (appearance, illumination of advertisement, company 

logo and merchandise at the perimeter of box) 

 

Main goals of the artificial lighting concept are described in Figure 31, amongst them are 

energy savings while using daylight and dimming artificial light. 

 

 

Figure 31: Main goals of the energy-efficient LED artificial lighting system 
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Associated control strategy 

 

A first initial control strategy for the daylight system which acts as a sun shading device only 

(no effective glare control) was developed. Further refinement regarding thermal aspects is 

possible after dynamic-thermal simulation results are available. 

 

 The sunshade is not applied during Winter/Spring/Autumn to harvest maximum amount of 

solar gain in this period for heating purpose and to ensure a good visual contact to outside. 

It is suggested to adjust the optimum period after choice of the system and another thermal 

simulation with the exact input parameters of the shading system. 

 In summer the rotating lamellas of the sunshade are applied during daytime in cut-off 

position when vertical total insolation is greater 120 W/m2. Cut-Off position means that 

lamellas are repositioned after the actual sun path in a way that no direct sun beam can 

enter the building. Information for cut-off position is stored as a curve for the location and 

the sun shade geometry (curve can be defined after specification of geometry of sun-

shade). Shading by obstructions in the direct environment will be considered by a 

correction algorithm for each façade grid. 

To avoid exaggerated vertical movement of the sunshade it is proposed that the system 

stays in front of the façade after initialization for the first time. If the vertical total insolation 

decreases to a value smaller than 100 W/m2 (cloudy situation) the sun shade tilts the 

lamellas to 0° position to allow good visual contact to outside and to enhance interior 

daylight situation. 

At night the sun shade is not applied. Control override can be done centrally for each 

segment. A vertical orientated illuminance sensor is mounted at a building position which 

cannot be shaded.  

 There is some glare reduction while applied in summer, as a result of the function as sun 

shading device.  

 Minimum time to switch position (tilt angle or vertical movement) is 15 minutes (Adjustment 

to sun position or weather condition/cloudiness). 

 

Figure 32 shows a diagram of the system with all involved components, actuators and sensors. 

The shading system (SMI) is connected via a SMI-LON-gateway to the LON Bus. The outside 

illuminance sensor provides data directly to the LON Bus. Control algorithms could be hosted 

centrally (or locally at the SMI-LON-gateway). Monitoring and override of lamella 

position/system position can be done centrally.    
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Figure 32: Control components of the exterior shading system 

 

For an energy-efficient and comfortable artificial lighting solution the following aspects should 

be considered: 

 

 Market hall and stalls should be equipped with LED as light-source. This lamp type has a 

high efficacy in terms of lumen/W and allows dimming for a wide range. It has a very high 

lifetime expectancy (up to 50.000 h) and a high spectral quality with a colour rendering 

index up to CRI 90 or higher (if wanted). There exists the possibility to change colour 

temperature with a control algorithm to choose optimal rendering qualities for different 

types of merchandise or to adjust the spectrum to the actual weather/daytime condition.  

 Choice of efficient luminaires with an efficient optics, a luminous intensity distribution 

tailored to the application and area and a cut off to avoid glare. 

 Definition of lighting zones during planning process: 

 For daylit areas a dimmable control solution to adapt artificial light continuously and with 

an automatic control algorithm to the variability of daylight is preferable. Illuminance sensor 

to detect amount of daylight. When daylight has no impact, artificial light just with on/off 

function. 

 Definition of scenarios for stocking and cleaning. Implementation of a central timer. 

 Automatic light level preservation to compensate natural ageing of LED. 
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 Light spectrum of luminaires operating in a daylight zone might be changed dynamically to 

match the condition of the natural light during different times of the day, e.g. changing at 

night to a natural warmer light colour. Imitating the natural change in light colour supports 

the biological rhythm of humans, contributing to a healthy lighting condition. Regarding 

visual aspects then there is no coexistence from natural light colour and a different artificial 

light colour in the daylight zone which could cause irritations. 

 

Figure 33 shows a diagram of the system with all involved components, actuators and sensors. 

The luminaires are connected via DALI to the LON Bus (DALI functionality for dimming 

intensities and colour temperature adjustment by intensity control of 2 separate LEDs).   

Luminaires in daylight zones to be controllable by dimming actuator, in zones not affected by 

daylight by ON/OFF actuator (central control plus additional switch for the stall).  

 

Daylight zones must be equipped in each zone (several zones in each orientation for façade-

near areas, width and depth of zones to be specified after choice of shading system) with an 

illuminance sensor. It might be good to use daylight control also in the stalls; this should be 

investigated after choice of the shading system.  

 

The central control algorithm could include these functions, to be discussed in further progress:  

On/off and dimming for stocking/cleaning (timer, all areas), adaption to daylight condition 

(intensity and colour temperature via intensity of 2 separate LEDs), light level preservation with 

a curve (to avoid over-specification due to natural aging, curve specified after choice of LEDs) 

and monitoring. For light level preservation monitoring of the operation hours of the luminaires 

must be done. 

 
Figure 33: Components of the artificial lighting system (sensors/actuators) 
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2. Daylight exploitation in Multi-storey galleries 

2.1 Description of Typology and inefficiencies 

 

Multi-storey galleries (atria, food courts) are building elements which break up a multi-storey 

building by a cut-in open space and allow daylight to enter deep into the central courtyard. 

Type of openings vary from smaller “Compluvium type openings” to large glass-covered 

spaces. Atria play an important role in shopping malls and thus will gain great attention in the 

design process. Very unique geometry does result from the creative drive. An excerpt of the 

variety in form and appearance, like various inclinations and sizes of the glass roof or different 

space depths and forms, are shown in Figure 34. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 34: Great variety in atria geometry and appearance are common. Line-up is not complete or 

systematic.  

 

To derive daylighting concepts this chapter reviews important inefficiencies (for more details 

please see CommONEnergy deliverable D2.5 Inefficiencies). 

 

Atria design mostly aims to open as much of the area for daylight as possible which might be 

good for some reasons (e.g. to intensify view contact to environment), but often neglects 

important issues of visual and thermal effects. 
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 Overexposure of daylit atrium area with too much daylight resulting in glare, veiling 

reflections and gloomy appearance of adjacent shops (visual inefficiency). As a 

consequence, adjacent stores often increase shop light intensities for compensation 

(energetic inefficiency) (see Figure 35). 

 

                 

Figure 35: Left: Overexposure of Atrium with too much daylight (value for daylight factor of 30%) 

results in direct glare, veiling glare and a gloomy appearance of shops even at an overcast sky. 

Right: Sufficient value for daylight factor of 10% for reduction of thermal load and good visibility of 

adjacent shops (Danler, 2014) 

 

 Overexposure of daylit atrium area and adjacent shops with direct sunlight resulting 

in glare, local thermal discomfort and destruction of merchandise. 

Atrium always serves as a main circulation area and sometimes provide spaces for resting, 

eating and entertainment. As a planning role it is desirable to experience direct sunlight in 

the atrium (spectrum, dynamics) but these areas should not be hit continuously by direct 

sunlight for an extended period due to visual and thermal discomfort. 

 

Figure 36 shows an example of disadvantageous situations for direct sun exposure in atria 

due to lack of adequate measures and planning. 

 

Figure 36: Overexposure with direct sunlight: Arrangement of roof openings supports continuous 

exposure to sunlight in atrium; in this situation especially walking path is negatively affected. 
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For adjacent shops that are affected by direct sunlight the requirements are even higher 

as  

 many shops might require no sunlight exposure at all to prevent damage of 

merchandise (e.g. food).  

 presentation of merchandise is negatively affected as high luminance contrasts in 

the extended visual field causes visual irritation (e.g. reduced recognisability of 

details or in the medium term visual and physical fatigue).  

 

 

 Artificial lighting often is active in daylit areas like galleries independent of actual 

status of daylight supply  

Daylight-sensitive control rarely is implemented neither as an on/off-strategy nor as a 

dimmable solution. Often also the luminaire technology itself is yet not dimmable. 

          

Figure 37: Left: Picture shows a supermarket with bakery enclosed at two sides by a fully glazed 

façade. Artificial light is kept on outside and inside at a sunny afternoon in May, Right: Atrium at 

the shopping center Trondheim City Syd with artificial light turned on during day in a daylit area. 

 

 Colour temperature of artificial light differs from colour temperature of daylight 

When artificial light is located close to daylight and their colour temperature differs much from 

that of the daylight, this could cause irritations (see  

Figure 37, right picture). 

 

 Technical appearance of daylight systems:  

From experience of Bartenbach planning teams many proposals for adequate daylight 

systems failed due to dominant technical appearance of these systems. Architects want a 

cosy, not too technical appearance of roof-integrated systems.  
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2.2  Daylight Strategies and planned solutions for the small 

gallery in Trondheim 

As shown before when dealing with existing galleries we have to react very specifically to 

different forms, roof slants, orientations, climate zones, interior requirements. Often we have 

to improve a large glass roof area regarding visual, thermal and design aspects (or – when 

planning for a new building – we have to work with the not reflected imagination that a large 

glass-covered roof is very desirable). 

 

Therefore we developed the idea of a so-called “Modular Roof Structure” which allows to 

combine different roof elements according to the actual project’s demand (see Figure 38).  

 

 
 

Figure 38:  Schematic sketch of the modular roof structure with possible daylight-, artificial light- and 

energy generation - elements. Some of these elements are readily available on the market. 

 

 

This provides on the one hand a fixed repertoire of daylighting measures in form of selectable 

modules and thus defines a quality standard during the planning process. On the other hand, 

it grants flexibility in arrangement and choice of composition ratio of the elements to reach a 

distinct target in the daylight planning process as each project is situated in specific conditions 

like climate zone, orientation, geometries (atria and building), surrounding buildings and space 

functionalities.  
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Figure 39 gives an overview over the possible daylight elements Sun shading grid, Sun 

Harvesting Grid and Solar Protection Grid and their main properties. The following paragraphs 

explain the elements in more detail. 

 

 

 

Figure 39:  Project-specific combinations and arrangement of sun shading, sun harvesting and sun 

protection functionalities define the integral daylighting system. 

 

Sun Shading Grid (Micro Sun Shield Louver) 

 

The Micro Sun Shield Louver (see Figure 40) is practically closed in its South orientation, 

where it almost fully reflects direct incident sunlight (resulting in a low g-value). It is opened 

towards the North Sky and allows the diffuse component of the sky to enter. As a result, 

daylight is distributed uniformly, without generating glare or sharp shadows in the space below. 

Technical readiness is quite high for this Bartenbach GmbH development; at the moment we 

are improving the system in two ways: Firstly, for higher effectiveness utilizing highly reflective 

aluminium parts of the grid (MIRO). Secondly for customisability to different building space 

geometries (roof inclination) by equipping with different parts in dependence of project 

requirements. This ongoing work could support application in the CommONEnergy modular 

roof structure as well. 
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Figure 40:  Micro Sun Shield Louver 

 

Sun Harvesting Grid 

 

The sun harvesting grid is a new development in CommONEnergy. It will function as a filter to 

use the direct sun light and will redirect part of the solar radiation as natural sun spots. It should 

be able to serve these requirements: 

 

 Reduction of amount of direct sunlight by dispersing the typical large and disadvantageous 

sun-penetrated area (as pictured in Figure 36) into smaller, vivid sunspots. Appearance 

might be similar to the rendering in Figure 12, but not with an extension to the whole room 

rather than some re-occurring fields of smaller spots. Important is a natural appearance 

both for the sun spot on the ground (like sitting under a tree) and for the elements in the 

roof (cosy non-technical appearance). Under consideration of a stable perception special 

care has to be taken to the intensity of the sun spots and their dispersion in the edge area 

(close to shops). Alternatively, a smoother illuminance distribution characteristic is 

investigated (as option to sun-figurations) 

  

 

 

Figure 41: Intended appearance for the sun spot images of the sun harvesting grid, but with rather 

smaller reoccuring field. Natural, non technical appearance is one of the development goals.  
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 Constant Transmission (tau) and stable redirection of outgoing radiation to the useful target 

for all sun angles and/or all installation positions and thus suitable for a wide range of 

climate zones and building space geometries. Figure 42 shows a sun ray simulation of a 

predesign geometry for flat and high sun angles and the optimisation in transmission for 

the area of the sun path. 

 
 

     Figure 42:  Left: Sun Harvesting Grid at low solar altitude, Center: at high solar altitude, 

     Right: Optimisation of geometry for transmission in the area of sunpath  

 

 

Artificial Light Element with an photovoltaic element (Solar Protection Grid) 

In Galleries often transparent areas are to large when looking at sufficient (and not disturbing) 

amount of daylight that is needed, so there often is the need close a subarea1. At the same 

time for galleries a special indirect artificial lighting system - the so-called projector-/mirror – 

system is applied very often (see Figure 43 for schematic functional principle). The mirror – an 

opaque area – is suspended from the ceiling. Thus it is obvious to combine these two 

requirements to one system while integrating the mirror into the roof and simultaneously 

closing this sector of the roof. A third function can be integrated on top of the element while 

mounting here an energy generation element – a PV foil. 

 

 

 

                                                

 

1 Other requirements like contact to outside could demand other area sizes, but for energy-efficient 

concepts and a good visual comfort the amount of daylight is critical and indicatory 
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Figure 43:  Artificial Lighting System as Projector-/Mirror System for the Atria 

 

All in one this element combines hereby these 3 functions: 

 Opacity/closeness against excessive solar radiation 

 Harvesting solar radiation on top by a PV element. Project partner SUNPLUGGED 

currently is working on customizable, lightweight inorganic PV foil which can be 

implemented. 

 Integration of a mirror for artificial lighting at the under sight of the element. 

 

To maintain an appealing look during day the element will be slightly perforated for a weak 

translucency. A first sketch of this integrated element with mirror and PV between glazing is 

shown in Figure 44. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 44:  Left and Center: First sketch of the Artificial Light Element, Right: Example of a costumisable 

PV foil from SUNPLUGGED. 
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Projector-/mirror systems are widely spread in European shopping malls. They are popular as 

they generate atmospheric light illuminating the roof in the night which otherwise would remain 

unpleasantly dark. Many of these systems are still applied and are operated with outdated 

energy-consuming technology. Development for CommONEnergy brings innovation 

regarding: 

 

 Realization in LED technology 

 Projector with narrow beam for exact operation of the mirror 

 Integration of efficient mirror in the modular roof system 

 CLO (constant lumen output) for the projector luminaire 

 

The modular roof concept first was applied as a preliminary design to the demo building Genua 

but the pilot installations here had to be cancelled due to delay in realization of the demo 

building itself. 

The concept visualization (Figure 45) shows that we had foreseen a project-specific 

concentration of certain elements in certain areas, e.g. with many Sun Harvesting Grid 

Elements in the areas of the escalator and lifts to mark this area by vivid sunspots. Another 

larger area predominantly uses micro sun shield louvers to shade from direct sunlight but 

brings in diffuse light from the north only. Artificial light elements (mirrors) block all light from 

outside to reduce the large opening area and prevent overexposure and thermal overheating 

while generating energy by integrated PV elements.   

 

A more detailed planning was carried out for the Trondheim demo building, but also here a 

final execution is delayed at the time of editorial deadline but will take place soon. 
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Figure 45:  Visualisation of modular roof concept developed for the Genua demo building: Above: 

Perspective view of the roof, Below: Floor plan of daylight and artificial lighting solutions 
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The small gallery in Trondheim has a length of about 20 m and a width of 10 m and is covered 

with a 30° inclined glass roof orientated to east-south-east (see Figure 46 und Figure 47). 

 

Figure 46: Visualisation of the Trondheim gallery: Form, orientation, adjacent areas 

    .  

Figure 47: Photos of the small atrium in Trondheim 

 

At the time of planning the existing sun shading elements (rollerblinds, see Figure 47) were 

out of order due to malfunction. The effect of the rollerblinds as shading elements was judged 

as not ideal: Balancing the requirements for shading and sufficient brightness with this system 

was difficult. To prevent the opposing restaurant from glare all rollerblinds (with the complete 

length) had to be closed (but some had been kept open to achieve some brightness in the 

gallery). 

 

To improve this situation, we suggested to apply a modular roof construction in the central 

longitudinal fields of roof and supply the remaining outside fields with rollerblinds (see Figure 

48). It will be mounted in aluminum frames between the main beams and gives an impression 

that is rich in variety, especially in context with the textile rollerblinds. Each module has a size 

of 1000 x 1000 mm. 
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Figure 48: Schematic drawing of the modular roof 

 

The modular roof structure carries 3 types of modules: 

 

 The Solar Harvesting Grid (SHG), which was described before, was especially developed 

for the location Trondheim. The structure is orientated with its entry area towards the sun 

paths of Trondheim and redirects the sunrays (mostly with a rather low sun angle from an 

east-south-east direction) to the floor of the gallery (2x 35° target area). It prevents the 

opposing restaurant from glare and creates vivid sun figurations on the floor (see Figure 

49 for a scheme). 

 

Figure 49: Entry and target area of the sun harvesting grid. Low sun angles will we redirected 

towards the gallery floor. Rays that would have reached the restaurant will be kept away to avoid 

glare in this area. 
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Figure 50 shows – as superposition of the solar path diagram in Trondheim with the 

transmission of the grid – the time frame where solar transmission (and redirection to the 

floor) is expected. 

 

Figure 50: Superposition of solar paths for Trondheim with geometry of the inclined solar harvesting 

grid. Yellow to green coloured area shows the time frame where the grid is active and transmits 

solar radiation (definition od entry area). Maximum solar transmission: yellow colours. 

 

The module is manufactured as a macrostructure as lamellas with 80 mm height. 

If the module is evaluated as working successful, it could be possible to further develop 

the grid as a microstructure which could be also integrated between glass panes. For more 

detail to the SHG see also the CommONEnergy Deliverable D3.8 Prototypes of daylight 

systems [4]. 

 

 As a second type of module a mirror is integrated that redirects artificial light from a LED 

projector (mounted at side panels of the galley) to the floor (see Figure 51). The light color 

was chosen to 4000 K and artificial light is controlled dependent to available daylight 

(continuous dimming). The LED projector was especially developed in this project and is 

described in CommONEnergy deliverable D4.8 Effective Artificial Lighting System [5]. 
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Figure 51: Artificial Lighting System for the gallery as a projector-/mirror-system. The mirror is 

integrated in the modular rood system. 

 

The mirror consists of single elements (60 mm x 60 mm) with a spherical cap surface of 

aluminum with a silver finish (high efficiency up to 95%). 

 

 

Figure 52: Visualization of the mirror 

 

 “Open” areas act as a third type of modules. 

 

While the modular roof has a static character, the textile rollerblinds can be closed by iBEMS 

when high illuminance values and danger for thermal overheating is present. Although then 

60% of the roof is closed, the SHG grid and the open modules provide a suitable adaptation 

to the required amount of light (daylight coefficient between 5 and 10%) in high quality (reduced 

luminance peaks due to efficiency of SHG, no glare in restaurant due to defined target areas, 

nice sun figurations on the floor). 
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3. Daylight exploitation in Shops 

3.1 Description of typology and inefficiencies 

 

In this work we will focus on smaller sized specialized or upscale specialized stores with a 

certain quality level. Beneath a growing amount of so-called anchor shops (mostly large- and  

medium-sized) which attract via branding many customer, smaller shops with specialized and 

changing merchandise add to the range of goods and form the majority of the shops [6].  

 

These shops often do not have daylight openings due of the building typology of shopping 

malls with a deep floor plan and relatively few facades. Besides that, at older shopping malls 

outside the town facades where often closed as customers were supposed to drive there by 

car and walk straight to the entrance area (without looking at potential shop windows at the 

perimeter of the building). This effect is somehow weakened for newly erected shopping malls 

in an urban context. 

 

 

Figure 53: Initial condition of the shop without daylight, several installations in the roof handicap a 

direct exploitation of natural light by a simple roof light. 

 

Daylight is essential for humans’ visual and biological health. This becomes especially 

important in shopping center where many people have a very extended stay in rooms with only 

little or no daylight.  

 

A US study [2] analysed for a particular retail chain the effect how adding skylights influences 

the energy and the sale result. The analyzed chain consists of 73 stores in California, whereof 

24 stores had a significant amount of daylight illumination. The skylights effectively provide 

daylight to rooms but allow only a limited view to the outside as only a portion of the sky is 
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visible. The study discovered an average increase in sales for all daylit stores by 0% to 6%, 

depending on the type of model and time period considered. With a conservative estimate it 

was determined that the profit from increased sales is at least worth more than 19 times higher 

than the energy savings. 

 

For a more detailed description of benefits from daylight usage see also D4.2 shopping mall 

inefficiencies [7]. 

 

3.2 Daylight Strategies and implemented solutions for the Jens 

Hoff shop in Trondheim 

 

For daylight harvesting in shops which have an access to the roof (upper floor in a shopping 

mall) light tubes are proposed, developed and applied in the demo building. They can be easily 

added in a refurbishment process. Additional functions like ventilation or integrated artificial 

lighting can be integrated. 

 

As a basic principle we use a vertical tube to connect the outside environment and the interior 

space with special photometric properties like very efficient transport of light with a highly 

reflective inner tube surface. From the exterior the lighttube collects natural daylight by a 

glassed roof light (cut-in plane). There might be a shielding plane applied, e.g. to achieve a 

cut-off angle at the outlet or to reduce high illuminance intensities (see Figure 54). 

 

 

Figure 54: Typical construction of a lighttube 
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Design criteria are:  

 

 Avoiding glare effects and high thermal loads at zenith sun 

 Higher light output at low sun angle (compared to a conventional roof light)  

 Optimal homogeneous light distribution in the room 

 Small roof opening with optimized connections 

 Simple planning / simple retro-fitting 

 

A few different examples of the usage of lightubes are given in Figure 55. 

For the shop it was important to bring the light down through the installation layer underneath 

the roof and make it directly perceivable close to the actual shopping space. A new suspended 

ceiling was mounted in the central area of the shop and the lighttubes were integrated into this 

ceiling. 

 

 
Figure 55: Application examples for lighttubes 

The concept foresees to illuminate the central area of the shop with 3 lightubes with an inner 

diameter of 1000 mm each. This area has a circulation and orientation function, is directly 

visible from the entrance and then will appear as an attractive and inviting gesture. The 

surrounding merchandise cabinets will benefit from the natural daylight as the merchandise 

will then have a natural appearance (see Figure 56). 

Simulations were carried out for a cloudy sky (10.000 lux) and a dome with a visible 

transmission of 0,85. In the center we achieve a maximum horizontal illumination of ca. 300 lx 
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(see Figure 57). From these daylight simulations we determined which area is mainly affected 

by daylight and defined a zone for which we control all luminaires (general lighting as well as 

integrated artificial light in the lighttube and spot lighting) regarding actual available daylight. 

This area is shown in green color in Figure 56. Artificial light is continuously added by dimming 

if natural light is not sufficient (set point of 300 lx in this circulation area). While dimming from 

nominal power (when no daylight is available) to a reduced intensity (when daylight contributes 

to illumination) there will be automatically a shift from neutral colour temperature (4000 K) to a 

cold-white colour temperature (5700 K) in order to better match the natural light spectrum in 

this area. 

            

Figure 56: Top: Rendering of the light tube planning work, Bottom: Floor plan with position of the 3 

light tubes. Green area: Area that is affected by daylight. Artificial light in this area is controlled in 

dependence of available daylight. 
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Figure 57: Daylight simulation of illuminance values for overcast sky (10.000 lx outside) 

 

To achieve a better connection to the outside condition (besides the daylight openings which 

of course are the most effective measure) we introduced a warm-white night time milieu of 

2700 K after sunset with a reduced intensity. Night time milieu and daylight harvesting is 

visualized as control strategy flow graphic (showing varying colour temperature and varying 

illuminance intensity) in Figure 58.  

 

When natural light becomes too intensive a sun screen (located underneath the light domes in 

the roof) will reduce light intensity (to regulate visual and thermal comfort) and will scatter direct 

light to a more pleasant diffuse light. Control is done via iBEMS system and outside illuminance 

sensor from the weather station. 

 

At time of editorial deadline, the lighttubes and the suspended ceiling have been installed, but 

control of screen and artificial light was not yet implemented. Figure 59 shows a photo taken 

during installation of lighttube and suspended ceiling.   
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Figure 58: Visualisation of the control strategy for artificial light in the shop. Looking at the Light Colour 

time sequence at the bottom part of the figure: Marked in light blue: Daylight harvesting with a colour 

temperature shift to 5700 K, marked in orange: Night time milieu with 2700 K after sunset and during 

the morning preparation hours.  
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Figure 59: Implementation of light tubes and suspended ceiling in Trondheim 
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4. Conclusion 

 

In the Task 3.6 of the CommONEnergy project three different daylight strategies and the 

supporting artificial light systems have been developed. 

 

Historic market hall 

Due to the historic preservation issues and the required cost and time efficiency a conventional 

exterior lamella system was chosen. This solution is a conventional sun shading technique, 

but hereby limiting the daylight usage in the market hall by missing light directing function.  The 

required preservation of the roof didn’t allow the usage of skylights. Hence the usage of an 

improved artificial light system is advised. Coupling algorithm-dimmed (in the daylit areas) and 

non-dimmable LED systems in the other areas improves the energy efficiency due to the usage 

of artificial lights controlled by the environmental conditions. Additionally, the power distribution 

of the LEDs is controlled according to the daylight by changing the colour temperature from 

warm-white to cold-white, thus improving the coexistence of daylight and artificial light and 

supporting the biological rhythm of humans. 

 

Gallery 

For the requirements of daylight usage in galleries two different modular roof grids have been 

newly developed. The Solar Harvesting Grid utilises sun rays from low altitudes to create vivid 

sunspots in a fixed and sun angle independent downlight beam. Sunbeams of high altitude in 

summer are reflected to decrease the incoming heat flux (= heat gains). The second developed 

module is a reflector module. In combination with a newly developed dimmable LED projector 

the modular roof illuminates the gallery even after sunset with a similar atmosphere. The 

modular roof is designed to accentuate the individual areas in the gallery and guide the people 

in the mall. 

 

Shop 

To facilitate a transfer of the concept to other shops, a standalone system has been designed. 

This system has been prototyped for a shop in the City Syd mall in Trondheim (Norway) and 

evaluated in detail. The developed daylight (light tube) and artificial light (grouped, dimmable 

and colour temperature controlled LEDs) systems have been created to improve the shop’s 

overall performance and not just the energy consumption. Based on daylight simulations, a 

supporting two zoned artificial lighting system has been created. The complex control strategy 

dims the LEDs in the daylit zone automatically to support the daylight illuminance whenever 

necessary. Additionally, by a tuneable white control the LEDs are matching the incoming 

daylight colour temperature, and the whole artificial light system changes to a night time milieu 

after sunset. 
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